Intensity and frequency characteristics of pacinian corpuscles. II. Receptor potentials.
Intensity characteristics that relate receptor- (generator) potential amplitude to vibration amplitude and frequency characteristics that relate either the stimulus intensity required for a criterion response or the phase angle between the stimulus and the receptor potential to vibration frequency have been obtained from isolated pacinian corpuscles removed from cat mesentery. The intensity characteristics of signal-averaged receptor potentials in response to sinusoidal displacements were found to be linear at low stimulus levels and to saturate at higher ones. At the higher levels, an asymmetric full-wave rectification was often found, the degree of which varied among receptors. The receptor-potential waveforms showed a time-dependent hysteresis in response to every stimulus cycle at moderate and high stimulus levels. An average intensity characteristic is given. The measured amplitude-frequency characteristics for a constant magnitude of the receptor potential below the neural spike threshold were found to be U-shaped functions. The averaged (n = 7) amplitude-frequency characteristic generated at a constant criterion response had a best frequency of 370 Hz and a bandwidth of Q3 dB equal to 0.8. The phase-frequency characteristics of the receptor potentials below spike threshold exhibited two populations of responses. Both populations underwent phase changes of about 300 degrees as the vibration frequency was increased from 20 Hz to 1.0 kHz but were separated by 180 degrees. An average (n = 8) phase-frequency characteristic is shown. For a constant neural firing rate, the relationship between receptor-potential amplitude and stimulus frequency was also U-shaped. Several qualitative physiological models are presented in relation to previously reported anatomical evidence (14, 18, 19, 32, 45). For the intensity domain, it is suggested that the cytoplasmic extensions that protrude from the unmyelinated portion of the corpuscle axon into the hemilamellar clefts are responsible for the asymmetric full-wave rectification and the response polarity in the phase-frequency characteristics. It is the asymmetric full-wave rectification and consequent receptor-potential waveforms that produce the 2 spikes/stimulus cycle plateaus in the characteristics relating firing rate to stimulus intensity described in the preceding paper (5). An additional model, based on the recovery of spike threshold, suggests how the plateaus in the firing rate-intensity characteristics (5) are produced. For the frequency domain, three filters in cascade can account for the frequency characteristic obtained with a constant firing rate criterion (see Ref. 5).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)